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Abstract
In this paper a parallel spectral algorithm is developed for hyperbolic initial boundary value problems in one space
dimension. The Galerkin-Collocation method, which is spectrally accurate in both space and time, is parallelized by
using domain decomposition. This procedure leads to a minimization problem in which there is coupling at inter-domain
boundaries. We construct a decoupled preconditioner which can be used to iteratively solve the minimization problem.
Symmetric formulation of the problem, which is needed to compute the residual for the normal equations, is discussed.
The methodology outlined for computing the normal equations applies equally well to computation of the residual for the
p and h–p versions of the 8nite element method. There is, therefore, no need to compute the mass and sti9ness matrices
to obtain the residual, as is normally done. This leads to a great saving in time and memory particularly for solving
nonlinear problems using the p and h–p versions of the 8nite element method. The method we discuss in this paper
generalizes to hyperbolic initial boundary value problems in multidimensions too, provided the computational boundaries
we have introduced are noncharacteristic and the system is symmetrizable. Finally, we show that for the case of analytic
coe:cients and data, satisfying all the required compatibility conditions so that the solution is analytic, the numerical
solution is exponentially accurate in N , where N is proportional to the number of subdomains and the number of degrees
of freedom in each element. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Current formulations of spectral methods for solving initial boundary value problems employ a
spectral discretization only in space and rely on 8nite di9erence techniques for advancing in time.
As a result, the global accuracy of the scheme is reduced to only 8nite order. In fact, it has been
shown by Eswaran, Murty and coworkers [10,11] that a purely 8nite di9erence solution may be
better than the solution obtained by such a “spectral” scheme when transients are predominant.
In [3,4] we proposed a method which employs a spectral discretization in both space and time
and which we shall refer to as the Galerkin-Collocation method. The solution process amounts to
collocating the partial di9erential equation and initial and boundary conditions at an overdetermined
set of quadrature points. The solution is then obtained by 8nding a weighted least-squares solution
to this system of equations.
In Section 2 we divide our domain into subdomains and impose continuity conditions across
inter-domain boundaries. We then obtain an energy estimate which allows us to apply the Galerkin-
Collocation method to solve hyperbolic initial boundary value problems on parallel computers.
Though we discuss the method only for one space dimension the energy estimate remains valid
for symmetrizable hyperbolic equations in multidimensions provided the computational boundaries
are nowhere characteristic [7]. In case the domain is not 8nite arti8cial or radiative boundary con-
ditions are usually imposed. However, it is possible to deal with such problems without truncating
the domain using norms which are weighted with respect to space and which decay exponentially
as the spatial domain diverges to in8nity [9].
In Section 3 we show how the residual vector for the normal equations, corresponding to this
least-squares problem, can be computed cheaply and e:ciently without having to compute any
matrices such as mass and sti9ness matrices, as has to be done for the p and h–p versions of the
8nite element method [1]. Moreover, the methodology we describe carries over in a straightforward
manner to computing the residual vector for the p and h–p versions of the 8nite element method.
In Section 4 we show that a decoupled set of initial boundary value problems can be used as
a preconditioner for solving the normal equations obtained by applying the Galerkin-Collocation
method along with domain decomposition.
Finally, in Section 5 we prove that if our solution is analytic then our approximate solution
converges to it at an exponential rate in N where N is proportional to the number of subdomains
and the number of degrees of freedom in time for each spectral element, provided the number of
degrees of freedom in space is at least these. A variant of our method applies even to the case when
the data are nonsmooth and the solution is only piecewise smooth or piecewise analytic [5,6,8].
We intend to publish the results we have obtained for problems in multidimensions in forthcoming
work and also perform numerical studies on these problems.
2. Energy estimates
Given a well-posed problem on a single domain we want to see whether it remains so if we
divide the domain into a number of subdomains. We consider the hyperbolic system of equations
Lu(x; t) = ut − A(x; t)ux − B(x; t)u= F(x; t); 06x61; 06t:
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Here u(x; t) = (u1; u2; : : : ; un)T, A(x; t) and B(x; t) are n × n matrix-valued functions, whose entries
are smooth functions of x and t, and F(x; t) is a smooth n × 1 vector-valued function. A(x; t) is a
diagonal matrix for each x and t such that
A=
[
AI 0
0 AII
]
;
where AI is a 1× 1 positive-de8nite matrix and AII is a (n− 1)× (n− 1) negative-de8nite matrix.
We shall write
u(x; t) =
[
uI
uII
]
;
where uI is a 1 vector and uII is an (n − 1) vector. This is the decomposition of the vector u into
inIow and outIow variables corresponding to the decomposition of the matrix A.
This problem has the following boundary conditions:
uI(0; t) = DuII(0; t) + gI(t); t¿0;
uII(1; t) = HuI(1; t) + gII(t); t¿0:
Here D and H are 1× (n− 1) and (n− 1)× 1 matrices.
The initial condition is
u(x; 0) = f(x); 06x61;
where f; gI and gII are smooth and compatible at the space time corners. Let = (0; 1). Now, we
will divide the domain  into N subdomains. Then we will check the well-posedness of the new
problem.
Let
i = (xi−1; xi); xi = i=N; 16i6N:
Then the above problem may be written as
(u1)t − A(u1)x − Bu1 = F1; 06x6h; 06t6T;
...
(uj)t − A(uj)x − Buj = Fj; (j − 1)h6x6jh; 06t6T;
...
(uN )t − A(uN )x − BuN = FN ; (N − 1)h6x6Nh; 06t6T: (2.1a)
Here h= 1=N .
The boundary conditions are
(uI1 − DuII1 )(0; t) = gI0(t); 06t6T;
(uIIN − HuIN )(Nh; t) = gIIN (t); 06t6T: (2.1b)
The continuity conditions at interdomain boundaries are given by
(uj − uj+1)(jh; t) = gj(t); 06t6T; 16j6N − 1: (2.1c)
Here gj ≡ 0 for continuity to hold.
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The initial conditions are
uj(x; 0) = fj(x); (j − 1)h6x6jh; 16j6N: (2.1d)
We will derive an estimate for the energy of the solution of problem (2.1a)–(2.1d) under certain
assumptions. Since hyperbolic problems have 8nite speed of propagation we will assume that there
are constants  and  such that
¡ |Aj|¡; 16j6n:
Without loss of generality, we can also assume that the boundary conditions are strictly dissipative
at the end points, as any IBVP in one space dimension can be brought to this form by a change of
variables. Thus we may assume that
|AII(0; t)|¿ (1 + )(DT|AI|D)(0; t)
and |AI(Nh; t)|¿ (1 + )(H T|AII|H)(Nh; t) for some constant ¿ 0.
It is desirable to have dissipativity for the continuity conditions as well. In order to do this, we
introduce the following functions:
j(x) = 1 + (x − (j − 1)h);
’j(x) = 1− (x − jh); (j − 1)h6x6jh; 16j6N;
where  is a positive constant.
We de8ne a new set of dependent variables v as follows:
vIj(x; t) = j(x)u
I
j(x; t)e
− t ;
vIIj (x; t) = ’j(x)u
II
j (x; t)e
− t ; (j − 1)h6x6jh; 16j6N;
where  is a positive constant.
The coupled system of IBVPs, (2.1a–2.1d), can be written as
(vj)t − A(vj)x − Cjvj = Gj; (j − 1)h6x6jh; 16j6N (2.2a)
with
Cj =−A
[
(=j)I 0
0 (−=$j)I
]
+
[
jI 0
0 $jI
]
B
[
(1=j)I 0
0 (1=$j)I
]
−  I
and
Gj =
[
jI 0
0 $jI
]
Fje− t :
Accordingly, the boundary conditions take the form(
vI1 −
D
1 + h
vII1
)
(0; t) = gI1(t)e
− t ; 06t6T;
(
vIIN −
H
1 + h
vIN
)
(Nh; t) = gIIN (t)e
− t ; 06t6T: (2.2b)
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The continuity conditions become(
vIj+1 −
1
1 + h
vIj
)
(jh; t) = gIj(t)e
− t ; 06t6T; 16j6N;
(
vIIj −
1
1 + h
vIIj+1
)
(jh; t) = gIIj (t)e
− t ; 06t6T; 16j6N: (2.2c)
The initial conditions are
vIj(x; 0) = j(x)f
I
j(x); (j − 1)h6x6jh; 16j6N;
vIIj (x; 0) = ’j(x)f
II
j (x); (j − 1)h6x6jh; 16j6N: (2.2d)
Let xj = jh; 06j6N . We then have the following result for the solution of (2.1a) and (2.1d):
Theorem 2.1. Let u(x; t) = {uj(x; t)}16j6N be a solution of the system (2.1a)–(2.1d). Then it sat-
ises the following estimate:
N∑
j=1
∫ T
0
∫ xj
xj−1
|uj(x; t)|2 dx dt +
N∑
j=1
∫ xj
xj−1
|uj(x; T )|2 dx
+
1
N

N−1∑
j=1
(∫ T
0
uTj |A|uj(xj; t) dt +
∫ T
0
uTj+1|A|uj+1(xj; t) dt
)
6Ke2 T

 N∑
j=1
∫ T
0
∫ xj
xj−1
|Fj(x; t)|2 dx dt +
N−1∑
j=1
∫ xj
xj−1
|uj(x; 0)|2 dx
+N


N−1∑
j=1
∫ T
0
(gj)T |A|gj(t) dt +
∫ T
0
|gI0(t)|2 dt +
∫ T
0
|gIIN (t)|2 dt



 ; (2.3)
where  depends on |A|; |Ax| and |B|.
Proof. Using integration by parts we can show that
(1=2)
{∫ jh
( j−1)h
|vj(x; T )|2 dx −
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|vj(x; 0)|2 dx
−
∫ T
0
vTj Avj(jh; t) dt +
∫ T
0
vTj Avj((j − 1)h; t) dt
+
∫ T
0
∫ jh
( j−1)h
vTj (Ax − 2Cj)vj(x; t) dx dt
}
=
∫ T
0
∫ jh
( j−1)h
vTj Gj(x; t) dx dt:
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By choosing  large enough, so that Ax − 2Cj is a positive-de8nite matrix, we obtain∫ T
0
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|vj(x; t)|2 dx dt +
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|vj(x; T )|2 dx
−
∫ T
0
vTj Avj(jh; t) dt +
∫ T
0
vTj Avj((j − 1)h; t) dt
6
∫ T
0
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|Gj(x; t)|2 dx dt +
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|vj(x; 0)|2 dx: (2.4)
Let the boundary term in (2.4) be denoted by Bj. Then
Bj =−
∫ T
0
vTj Avj(jh; t) dt +
∫ T
0
vTj Avj((j − 1)h; t) dt:
If we sum (2.4) over j we get
L+
N∑
j=1
Bj6R; (2.5)
where
L=
N∑
j=1
∫ T
0
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|vj(x; t)|2 dx dt +
N∑
j=1
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|vj(x; T )|2 dx
and
R=
N∑
j=1
∫ T
0
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|Gj(x; t)|2 dx dt +
N∑
j=1
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|vj(x; 0)|2 dx:
Let r be a constant s.t. 0¡r¡ 1 and which will be speci8ed later. Then (2.5) can be written as
L+ r
N−1∑
j=1
[∫ T
0
(vTj |A|vj)(jh; t) dt +
∫ T
0
(vTj+1|A|vj+1)(jh; t) dt
]
+
∫ T
0
(vT1Av1)(0; t) dt −
∫ T
0
(vTNAvN )(Nh; t) dt
6R+
N−1∑
j=1
[
(−1 + r)
∫ T
0
(vIj)
T |AI|vIj(jh; t) dt + (1 + r)
∫ T
0
(vIj+1)
T |AI|vIj+1(jh; t) dt
+(1 + r)
∫ T
0
(vIIj )
T |AII|vIIj (jh; t) dt + (−1 + r)
∫ T
0
(vIIj+1)
T |AII|vIIj+1(jh; t) dt
]
: (2.6)
Now, using the continuity condition we have
(−1 + r)
∫ T
0
(vIj)
T |AI|vIj(jh; t) dt + (1 + r)
∫ T
0
(vIj+1)
T |AI|vIj+1(jh; t) dt
=(−1 + r)
∫ T
0
(vIj)
T |AI|vIj(jh; t) dt + (1 + r)
[
1
(1 + h)2
∫ T
0
(vIj)
T |AI|vIj(jh; t) dt
+
2
(1 + h)
∫ T
0
(gIj)
T |AI|vIj(jh; t)e− t dt +
∫ T
0
(gIj)
T |AT |gIj(t)e−2 t dt
]
:
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Using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality we obtain
(−1 + r)
∫ T
0
(vIj)
T |AI|vIj(jh; t) dt + (1 + r)
∫ T
0
(vIj+1)
T |AI|vIj+1(jh; t) dt
6
[
(−1 + r) + (1 + 2r)
(1 + h)2
] ∫ T
0
(vIj)
T |AI |vIj (jh; t) dt
+
[
(1 + 2r) (1 + r)
r
] ∫ T
0
(gIj)
T |AI|gIj(t)e−2 t dt: (2.7)
We can similarly show that
(1 + r)
∫ T
0
(vIIj )
T |AII|vIIj (jh; t) dt + (−1 + r)
∫ T
0
(vIIj+1)
T |AII|vIIj+1(jh; t) dt
6
[
(−1 + r) + (1 + 2r)
(1 + h)2
] ∫ T
0
(vIIj+1)
T |AII|vIIj+1(jh; t) dt
+
[
(1 + 2r) (1 + r)
r
] ∫ T
0
(gIIj )
T |AII|gIIj (t)e−2 t dt: (2.8)
If we choose
r =
(1 + h)2 − 1
(1 + h)2 + 2
then
(−1 + r) + (1 + 2r)
(1 + h)2
= 0:
Substituting this into (2.7) and (2.8) we can write (2.6) as
L+ r
N−1∑
j=1
[ ∫ T
0
(vTj |A|vj) (jh; t) dt +
∫ T
0
(vTj+1|A|vj+1) (jh; t) dt
]
+
∫ T
0
(vT1Av1) (0; t) dt −
∫ T
0
(vTNAvN ) (Nh; t) dt
6R+
[
(1 + 2r) (1 + r)
r
] N−1∑
j=1
∫ T
0
gTj |A|gj(t)e−2 t dt: (2.9)
It remains to estimate the last two terms on the left-hand side of (2.9).
We now use the conditions that |AII|(0; t)¿ (1 + )DT |AI|D(0; t) to obtain
−
∫ T
0
vT1Av1(0; t) dt6(1 + (1=))
∫ T
0
(gI0)
T |AI|gI0(t)e−2 t dt: (2.10)
Similarly, using the condition |AI|(Nh; t)¿ (1 + )HT |AII|H (Nh; t) we conclude that∫ T
0
vTNAvN (Nh; t) dt6(1 + (1=))
∫ T
0
(gIIN )
T |AII|gIIN (t)e−2 t dt: (2.11)
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Using (2.10) and (2.11) we can write (2.9) as
N∑
j=1
∫ T
0
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|vj(x; t)|2 dx dt +
∑
j=1
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|vj(x; T )|2 dx
+ r

 N−1∑
j=1
∫ T
0
vTj |A|vj(jh; t) dt +
N−1∑
j=1
∫ T
0
vTj+1|A|vj+1(jh; t) dt


6
N∑
j=1
∫ T
0
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|Gj(x; t)|2 dx dt +
N∑
j=1
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|vj(x; 0)|2 dx
+C


N−1∑
j=1
∫ T
0
(gj)T |A|gj(t)e−2 t dt +
∫ T
0
|gI0(t)|2e−2 t dt +
∫ T
0
|gIIN (t)|2e−2 t dt

 :
Here
C =max
{
(1 + 2r) (1 + r)
r
; (1 + (1=))
}
and r =
(1 + h)2 − 1
(1 + h)2 + 2
:
Now, let us examine the dependence of r and C on h, the size of the subdomain. Clearly,
r =
(1 + h)2 − 1
(1 + h)2 + 2
= 0(h) and C = 0(1=h) as h → 0:
If we choose 0¡¡ 1 then (2.3) immediately follows.
It can be shown by an example that the above estimate is sharp. We remark that the conclusion
of Theorem 2.1 can be strengthened in the following manner. We do not need the assumption that
the matrix A be everywhere nonsingular but may allow it to have zero eigenvalues. Moreover, the
points {xj}j=1; :::;N need not be equally spaced but may be any set of distinct points with
0 = x0 ¡x1 ¡ · · ·¡xN = 1:
It can be shown even in this case, which is the most general possible, that (2.3) still holds. This
result can be proved by a duality argument.
3. Symmetric formulation of the Galerkin-Collocation method and its relation to the p and h–p
versions of the #nite element method
Let Lk(x) denote the Legendre polynomial of degree k. Consider the Gauss–Lobatto–Legendre
points {xmj }06j6m, where
xm0 =−1; xmm = 1 and xmj ; j = 1; : : : ; m− 1;
are the roots of the polynomial L′m(x).
Let
wmj = 2=m(m+ 1) (Lm(x
m
j ))
2; j = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; m
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and
+mk = (k + 1=2)
−1 if k ¡m;
=2=m if k = m:
Now we state the Gauss–Lobatto–Legendre quadrature rule. If s(x) is a polynomial of degree less
than 2m then∫ 1
−1
s(x) dx =
m∑
i=0
wmi s(x
m
i );
where the points {xmi }06i6m are the Gauss–Lobatto–Legendre points and {wmi }06i6m are the corre-
sponding weights.
We now present the formulation of the Galerkin-Collocation method.
Let Sp;q denote the space of polynomials of the form
wp;q(y; s) =
q∑
j=0
p∑
i=0
ci; jLi(y)Lj(s);
where Li is the Legendre polynomial of degree i and the ci; j’s are the corresponding coe:cients.
Let Ip;q denote the interpolation operator which maps a function r ∈ C0 ([− 1; 1]× [− 1; 1]) into
the space Sp;q given by
Ip;qr(y; s) = rp;q(y; s) =
q∑
j=0
p∑
i=0
di; jLi(y)Lj(s)
satisfying rp;q(ypi ; s
q
j ) = r(y
p
i ; s
q
j ); 06i6p; 06j6q, where y
p
i s and s
q
j s are the Gauss–Lobatto–
Legendre points. Similarly, let Sp be the space of polynomials of the form
vp(t) =
p∑
i=0
aiLi(t):
Let Ip denote the interpolation operator which maps a function o ∈ C0 ([ − 1; 1]) into the space
Sp given by
Ipo(t) = op(t) satisfying op(tpi ) = o(t
p
i ); 06i6p:
We consider problem (2:1) described in Section 2.
We want to discretize x and t variables using Legendre polynomials. To do this, we map each of
the space–time domains i × [0; T ] onto [− 1; 1]2 by appropriate linear transformations, which can
be described as ‘stretching and folding’ of these domains. We shall assume that N is odd; the other
case is similar. Let
u i(y; s) = u
(
(i − 1)h
2
+
yh
2
;
T
2
+
sT
2
)
if i is odd
and
u i(y; s) = ui
((
i − 1
2
)
h− yh
2
;
T
2
+
sT
2
)
if i is even:
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In what follows, matrices and vectors with bars denote the matrices and vectors in the new variables
as de8ned above. We de8ne the family of 8ltered di9erential operators { OLp;qi }16i6N given by
OL
p;q
i v=
2
T
vs − 2h
OA
p−1; q−1
vy − OBp−1; q−1v; 16i6N;
where OA
p−1; q−1
= Ip−1; q−1 OAi; OB
p−1; q−1
= Ip−1; q−1 OBi for each i. Let {vp;qi }16i6N be the approximate
solution of system (2:1) in (y; s) variables where each vp;qi ∈ (Sp;q)n. We want to choose {vp;qi }16i6N
in such a way that the functional
Gp;q(zp;q1 ; z
p;q
2 ; : : : ; z
p;q
n ) =
N∑
i=1
Th
4
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
| OLp;qi zp;qi (y; s)− OF
2p−1;2q−1
i (y; s)|2 dy ds
+
T
2h
∫ 1
−1
| OMq−1zp;q1 (−1; s)− Og 2q−1(s)|2 ds
+
T
2h
∫ 1
−1
| OPq−1zp;qN (1; s)− O1
2q−1
(s)|2 ds
+
N−1∑
i=1
i even
T
2h
∫ 1
−1
(zp;qi+1 − zp;qi )T | OA
p−1; q−1
i |(zp;qi+1 − zp;qi ) (−1; s) ds
+
N−1∑
i=1
i odd
T
2h
∫ 1
−1
(zp;qi − zp;qi+1)T | OA
p−1; q−1
i |(zp;qi − zp;qi+1) (1; s) ds
+
h
2
N∑
i=1
∫ 1
−1
|zp;qi (y;−1)− f2p−1i (y)|2 dy (3.1)
is minimized over all {zp;q1 ; : : : ; zp;qN } ∈ (Sp;q)n.
Minimizing Gp;q over (Sp;q)n × · · · × (Sp;q)n is equivalent to obtaining the least-squares solution
of an overdetermined set of equations as has been described in [4].
To make the presentation simpler we shall examine the problem of 8nding the normal equations
for the overdetermined system
√
w2pi ; w
2q
j (L
p;qup;q(y2pi ; s
2q
j )−F2p−1;2q−1(y2pi ; s2qj )); 06i62p; 06j62q;√
w2qj (m
qup;q(−1; s2qj )− g2q−1(s2qj )) = 0; 06j62q;√
w2qj (P
qup;q(1; s2qj )− h2q−1(s2qj )) = 0; 06j62q;√
w2qj (u
p;q(y2pi ;−1)− f 2p−1(y2pi )) = 0; 06i62p:
(3.2)
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Here up;q is an n-dimensional vector-valued function, mq is an r×n matrix and Pq is a d×n matrix.
Moreover, Lp;q is a hyperbolic di9erential operator given by
Lp;qv= vs −Ap−1; q−1vy −Bp−1; q−1v;
where Ap−1; q−1 and Bp−1; q−1 are n× n matrices.
Lp;q may be thought of as a 8ltered version of the di9erential operator
Lv= vs −Avy −Bv;
and mq−1 and Pq−1 are 8ltered representations of the boundary operators m and P as de8ned earlier.
We assume henceforth that the matrices A; B; m and P are analytic functions of their arguments.
The above overdetermined system of equations may be written in the form
E˜
p;q
Up;q = T˜
p;q
: (3.3)
In order to compute (E˜
p;q
)T we use the identity 〈(E˜p;q)TX; Vp;q〉= 〈X; E˜p;qV p;q〉 for Vp;q ∈ RS ; X ∈
RM , where 〈: ; :〉 denotes the Euclidean inner product.
Here
M = n(2p+ 1) (2q+ 1) + (r + d) (2q+ 1) + n(2p+ 1) and S = n(p+ 1) (q+ 1):
Let Vp;q denote the S-dimensional vector with entries
Vp;q =


(Vp;q)1
(Vp;q)2
...
(Vp;q)n

 ; (Vp;q)k =


(Vp;q0 )k
(Vp;q1 )k
...
(Vp;qp )k

 ; 16k6n;
(Vp;qi )k =


vp;qk (y
p
i ; s
q
0)
...
...
vp;qk (y
p
i ; s
q
q)

 : (3.4)
Then Up;q is a solution of the normal equations.
(E˜
p;q
)T(E˜
p;q
)Up;q = (E˜
p;q
)TT˜
p;q
: (3.5)
We wish to solve the system of equations (3.5) using the preconditioned conjugate gradient method.
For this, it is necessary for us to be able to cheaply and e:ciently compute the residual R˜
p;q
in the
system of equations (3.5), where
R˜
p;q
= (E˜
p;q
)T(T˜
p;q − E˜p;qWp;q) (3.6)
for any vector Wp;q ∈ RS .
We now show that this can indeed be done without having to compute (E˜
p;q
)T, which would
otherwise make the computation of R˜
p;q
prohibitively expensive in terms of both time and memory.
To do so, we releate the system of equations (3.5) to the minimization problem from which it
arises. Thus let up;q(y; s); vp;q(y; s) ∈ (Sp;q)n and let Up;q and Vp;q be the S-dimensional vectors
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with which these functions are associated in a unique manner as de8ned in (3.4). Then the solution
Up;q to the system of equations (3.5) corresponds to the unique function up;q(y; s) which minimizes
the functional
Ip;q(vp;q) =
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
|Lp;qvp;q(y; s)−F2p−1;2q−1(y; s)|2 dy ds
+
∫ 1
−1
|mq−1vp;q(−1; s)− g2q−1(s)|2 ds
+
∫ 1
−1
|Pq−1vp;q(1; s)− h2q−1(s)|2 ds+
∫ 1
−1
|vp;q(y;−1)− f 2p−1(y)|2 dy (3.7)
over all vp;q ∈ (Sp;q)n.
Since up;q(y; s) minimizes Ip;q(vp;q) over all vp;q ∈ (Sp;q)n, it must satisfy∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
〈Lp;qup;q(y; s)−F2p−1;2q−1(y; s);Lp;qvp;q(y; s)〉 dy ds
+
∫ 1
−1
〈mq−1up;q(−1; s)− g2q−1(s); mq−1vp;q(−1; s)〉 ds
+
∫ 1
−1
〈Pq−1up;q(−1; s)− h2q−1(s); Pq−1vp;q(1; s)〉 ds
+
∫ 1
−1
〈up;q(y;−1)− f 2p−1(y); vp;q(y;−1)〉 dy = 0 (3.8)
for all vp;q ∈ (Sp;q)n. Here 〈: ; :〉 denotes the standard Euclidean inner product.
It is important to realize moreover that formulation (3.8), which characterizes the solution up;q(y; s)
of minimization problem (3.7), is very similar to the manner in which the p and h–p versions of the
8nite element method for the solution of elliptic boundary value and other problems are formulated.
Let (Lp;q)T denote the formal adjoint of the di9erential operator Lp;q. Then (Lp;q)Tv = −vs +
(Ap−1; q−1v)y − (Bp−1; q−1)Tv.
Let (mq−1)T denote the n × r matrix which is the adjoint of the matirx mq−1 and let (Pq−1)T
denote the n× d matrix which is the adjoint of the matrix Pq−1. Let
 p;q(y; s) =Lp;qup;q(y; s)−F2p−1;2q−1(y; s) ∈ (S2p−1;2q−1)n (3.9a)
$q(s) =mq−1up;q(−1; s)− g2q−1(s) ∈ (S2q−1)r ; (3.9b)
 q(s) =Pq−1up;q(1; s)− h2q−1(s) ∈ (S2q−1)d (3.9c)
and
 p(y) = up;q(y;−1)− f 2p−1(y) ∈ (S2p−1)n: (3.9d)
Then (3.8) may be restated as follows:
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Find the unique up;q(y; s) ∈ (Sp;q)n which satis8es∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
( p;q(y; s))T(Lp;qvp;q(y; s)) dy ds
+
∫ 1
−1
($q(s))T(mq−1vp;q(−1; s)) ds+
∫ 1
−1
( q(s))T(Pq−1vp;q(1; s)) ds
+
∫ 1
−1
( p(y))Tvp;q(y;−1) dy = 0 (3.10)
for all vp;q which constitute a basis for (Sp;q)n.
Integrating the 8rst term in (3.10) by parts (3.8) may be stated as:
Find the unique up;q(y; s) ∈ (Sp;q)n which satis8es∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
((Lp;q)T p;q(y; s))Tvp;q(y; s) dy ds
+
∫ 1
−1
( p;q(y; 1))Tvp;q(y; 1) dy −
∫ 1
−1
( p;q(y;−1))Tvp;q(y;−1) dy
+
∫ 1
−1
( p;q(−1; s))TAp−1; q−1(−1; s)vp;q(−1; s) ds
−
∫ 1
−1
( p;q(1; s))TAp−1; q−1(1; s)vp;q(1; s) ds
+
∫ 1
−1
((mq−1)T$q(s))Tvp;q(−1; s) ds+
∫ 1
−1
((Pq−1)T q(s))Tvp;q(1; s) ds
+
∫ 1
−1
( p(y)Tvp;q(y;−1) dy = 0: (3.11)
Replacing the integrals in (3.11) by quadratures using the Gauss–Lobatto–Legendre formulae, (3.8)
may be written as:
Find Up;q ∈ RS , which corresponds to up;q(y; s) as de8ned in (3.8), such that
2p∑
i=0
2p∑
j=0
vp;q(y2pi ; s
2q
j )
T(w2pi w
2q
j ((L
p;q)T p;q)(y2pi ; s
2q
j ))
+
2p∑
i=0
vp;q(y2pi ; 1)
T(w2pi  
p;q(y2pi ; 1))
+
2p∑
i=0
vp;q(y2pi ;−1)T(−w2pi ( p;q(y2pi ;−1)−  p(y2pi )))
+
2q∑
j=0
vp;q(−1; s2qj )T(w2qj ((Ap−1; q−1)T p;q(−1; s2qj ) + (mq−1)T$q(s2qj )))
+
2q∑
j=0
vp;q(1; s2qj )
T(w2qj (−(Ap−1; q−1)T p;q(1; s2qj ) + (Pq−1)T q(s2qj ))) = 0 (3.12)
for all vp;q(y; s) ∈ (Sp;q)n.
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In the above we may replace  p;q(y; s) byLup;q(y; s)−F(y; s); $q(s) by mup;q(−1; s)−g(s);  q(s)
by Pup;q(1; s) − h(s) and p(y) by up;q(y;−1) − f (y). Moreover, we may replace (Lp;q)T by
LT; (Ap−1; q−1)T by AT; (mq−1)T by mT and (Pq−1)T by PT. This would give rise to only an
exponentially small error as has been argued in [4]. Let V 2p;2q denote the vector
V 2p;2q =


V 2p;2q1
...
V 2p;2qn

 ;
where
V 2p;2qk =


(V 2p;2q0 )k
...
(V 2p;2q2p )k

 :
Here
(V 2p;2qi )k =


vp;qk (y
2p
i ; s
2q
0 )
...
vp;qk (y
2p
i ; s
2q
2q)

 :
So (3.8) takes the 8nal form:
Find Up;q ∈ RS , which corresponds to up;q(y; s) such that
(V 2p;2q)TX 2p;2q = 0 (3.13)
for all Vp;q ∈ RS , which corresponds to vp;q(y; s). Here X 2p;2q ∈ RE where E = n(2p+ 1)(2q+ 1).
Moreover, X 2p;2q may be easily computed from (3.12). It remains then to relate the vector V 2p;2q to
Vp;q. Let Yp;q denote the block matrix Yp;q=[(Yp;ql; i )] where each matrix block (Y
p;q
l; i ), for 06l; i6p
is de8ned as
(Yp;ql; i )j; k = Li(y
p
l )Lk(s
q
j ) for 06j; k6q:
Let p;q and ?p;q be the diagonal matrices.
p;q =


p;q0 0
p;q1
. . .
0 p;qp

 ;
where
p;qi = diag[w
p
i w
q
0 ; w
p
i w
q
1 ; : : : ; w
p
i w
q
q] for 06i6p
and
?p;q =


?p;q0 0
?p;q1
. . .
0 ?p;qp

 ;
where ?p;qi = diag[+
p
i +
q
0; +
p
i +
q
1; : : : ; +
p
i +qq] for 06i6p.
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With this choice of matrices we have that
(Yp;q)Tp;qY p;q = ?p;q:
Let Jp;q be the matrix
Jp;q =


Jp;q0
. . . Jp;qp
J p;qp+1
. . .
Jp;q2p


;
where for p+ 16i62p; Jp;qi = 0(2q+1)×(q+1) and for
06i6p; Jp;qi =
[
I(q+1)
0q×(q+1)
]
:
Here Ia is the a by a identity matrix and 0a×b is the zero matrix with a rows and b columns.
Let Q2p;2q = (Y 2p;2q)Jp;q(Yp;q)−1 and K2p;2q be the block diagonal matrix
K2p;2q =


Q2p;2q 0
Q2p;2q
. . .
0 Q2p;2q


with Q2p;2q as each of its n block diagonal elements and with all the o9 diagonal block elements
being equal to the 0 matrix. Here each block element is an E × S matrix. Then
V 2p;2q = K2p;2qV p;q:
Combining all the expressions obtained so far we can write (3.8) as: Find Up;q ∈ RS such that
(Vp;q)T(K2p;2q)TX 2p;2q = 0 (3.14)
for all Vp;q ∈ RS .
Hence we conclude that the normal equations are given precisely by
(K2p;2q)TX 2p;2q = 0: (3.15)
The algorithm for computing (K2p;2q)TX 2p;2q is given below:
(i) De8ne xi; j ← xi; j=w2pi w2qj for 06i62p; 06j62p. Here X 2p;2q = {xi; j}06i62p;06j62q:
(ii) Calculate C2p;2q = {i; j}06i62p;06j62q, the Legendre transform of X 2p;2q.
De8ne
i; j ← +2pi +2qj i; j for 06i62p; 06j62q:
(iii) Calculate Di; j ← (i; j)=+pi +qj ; 06i6p; 06j6q:
(iv) Compute Ep;q = {i; j}06i6p;06j6q, the inverse Legendre transform of
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Mp;q = {Di; j}06i6p;06j6q, premultiplied by the matrix p;q, i.e.
i; j ← wpi wqj
p∑
m=0
q∑
n=0
(Dp;qm;n)Lm(x
p
i )Ln(s
q
j ) 06i6p; 06j6q:
This gives us (E˜
p;q
)T(T˜
p;q−E˜p;qWp;q). Thus, we see that we can compute (E˜p;q)T(T˜ p;q−E˜p;qWp;q)
in twice the time it takes to compute T˜
p;q − E˜p;qWp;q. Moreover, storing (E˜p;q)T(T˜ p;q − E˜p;qWp;q)
takes less memory that it takes to store T˜
p;q − E˜p;qWp;q. It is easy to see that the method we have
outlined can be used to cheaply and e:ciently compute the residual for the h-p version of the 8nite
element method.
4. Construction of preconditioners and parallelization
The focus of our attention now is to e:ciently solve a huge system of linear equations, viz.
system (3.3), on a parallel computer.
This system can be written in matrix form as follows:
E˜
p;q
Up;q = T˜
p;q
:
Here Up;q denotes the Nn(p+ 1)(q+ 1) column vector given by
Up;q = [Up;q1 ; U
p;q
2 ; : : : ; U
p;q
N ]
T;
where for each i; Up;qi denotes the vector
Up;qi =


Up;qi;1
Upqi;2
...
Up;qi; n

 ; Up;qi; k =


up;qi; k (y
p
0 ; s
q
0)
...
up;qi; k (y
p
0 ; s
q
q)
up;qi; k (y
p
1 ; s
q
0)
...
up;qi; k (y
p
1 ; s
q
q)
...
up;qi; k (y
p
p; s
q
q)


:
Since we are looking for a least-squares solution of the problem we are actually solving the system
of normal equations
[(E˜
p;q
)TE˜
p;q
]Up;q = (E˜
p;q
)TT˜
p;q
;
which we shall write as
Cp;qUp;q = Dp;q (4.1)
The matrix Cp;q is block tridiagonal corresponding to the block decomposition of Up;q into Up;q =
[Up;q1 ; : : : ; U
p;q
N ]. The o9 diagonal blocks are particularly simple in form and require only knowledge
of the boundary values on neighboring processors to be computed.
While we can compute the residual Rp;q = Kp;q − Cp;qUp;q in (4.1) using the results of Section
3 we need to construct a preconditioner Dp;q for the matrix Cp;q which is easy to solve and which
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is ‘spectrally’ equivalent to it. The matrix Cp;q resulted from examining energy estimates for the
coupled IBVP (2:1). Ideally, we would like the preconditioner to be block diagonal so that each block
can be inverted on a separate processor. This suggests that we consider the following decoupled set
of IBVPs:
Lp;q1 w1 = (w1)t − Ap−1; q−11 (w1)x − Bp−1; q−11 w1 = $1; 06x6h; 06t6T;
w1(x; 0) = ’1(x); 06x6h;
Mq−1w1(0; t) = wI1(0; t)− Dq−1wII1 (0; t) = I0(t); 06t6T;
wII1 (h; t) = 
II
1 (t); 06t6T;
...
Lp;qj wj = (wj)t − Ap−1; q−1j (wj)x − Bp−1; q−1j wj = $j; (j − 1)h6x6jh; 06x6T;
wj(x; 0) = ’j(x) (j − 1)h6x6jh;
wIj((j − 1)h; t) = Ij−1(t); 06t6T;
wIIj (jh; t) = 
II
j (t); 06t6T for 26j6N − 1;
...
Lp;qN wN = (wN )t − Ap−1; q−1N (wN )x − Bp−1; q−1N wN = $N ; (N − 1)h6x6Nh; 06t6T;
wN (x; 0) = ’N (x); (N − 1)h6x6Nh;
wIN ((N − 1)h; t) = IN−1(t); 06t6T;
Pq−1wN (Nh; t) = wIIN (Nh; t)− Hq−1wIN (Nh; t) = IIN (t); 06t6T: (4.2)
These N problems satisfy the following energy estimate:
N∑
j=1
∫ T
0
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|wj(x; t)|2 dx dt +
N−1∑
j=1
∫ T
0
(wj)T|Ap−1; q−1j |wj(jh; t) dt
+
N−1∑
j=1
∫ T
0
(wj+1)T|Ap−1; q−1j |wj+1(jh; t) dt
6Ke T

 N∑
j=1
{∫ T
0
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|Lp;qj wj(x; t)|2 dx dt +
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|wj(x; 0)|2 dx
}
+
{∫ T
0
|Mq−1w1(0; t)|2 dt +
∫ T
0
|Pq−1wN (Nh; t)|2 dt
}
+
N−1∑
j=1
{∫ T
0
(wIIj )
T|(AIIj )p−1; q−1|wIIj (jh; t) dt
+
∫ T
0
(wIj+1)
T|(AIj+1)p−1; q−1|wIj+1(jh; t) dt
} (4.3)
for 8xed p¿3, provided q is proportional to N , since the matrices Mq−1; Ap−1; q−1 and their deriva-
tives tend to M; Aj and their derivatives as N →∞, as will be shown in the next section.
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We omit the proof since it is straightforward.
Let us denote the term on the right-hand side of (4.3) by S(w1; w2; : : : ; wN ). Thus,
S(w1; w2; : : : ; wN ) =

 N∑
j=1
{∫ T
0
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|Lp;qj wj(x; t)|2 dx dt +
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|wj(x; 0)|2 dx
}
+
{∫ T
0
|Mq−1w1(0; t)|2 dt +
∫ T
0
|Pq−1wN (Nh; t)|2 dt
+
N−1∑
j=1
{∫ T
0
((wIIj )
T|(AIIj )p−1; q−1|wIIj )(jh; t) dt
+
∫ T
0
(wIj+1)
T|(AIj+1)p−1; q−1|wIj+1)(jh; t) dt
} : (4.4)
De8ne a functional W(u1; u2; : : : ; uN ) for the IBVP (2:1) by
W(u1; u2; : : : ; uN ) =
N∑
j=1
{∫ T
0
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|Lp;qj uj(x; t)|2 dx dt +
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|uj(x; 0)|2 dx
}
+
1
h
∫ T
0
|Mq−1u1(0; t)|2 dt + 1h
∫ T
0
|Pq−1uN (Nh; t)|2 dt
+
1
h
N−1∑
j=1
∫ T
0
(uj+1 − uj)T|Ap−1; q−1j |(uj+1 − uj)(jh; t) dt: (4.5)
The relationship between the two functionals S(u1; u2; : : : ; uN ) and W(u1; u2; : : : ; uN ) can be stated
as follows.
Theorem 4.1. S(u1; u2; : : : ; uN ) and W(u1; u2; : : : ; uN ) are ‘spectrally’ equivalent; for p¿3 provided
q is proportional to N and N is large enough.
Proof. From estimate (2.3) established earlier we have
W(u1; u2; : : : ; uN )¿
(
h
K
) N−1∑
j=1
[∫ T
0
(uj+1)T|Ap−1; q−1j+1 |uj+1(jh; t) dt
+
∫ T
0
(uj)T|Ap−1; q−1j |uj(jh; t) dt
]
for p¿3, provided q is proportional to N since Ap−1; q−1j (jh; t) = A
p−1; q−1
j+1 (jh; t) for j= 1; : : : ; N − 1
and Mq−1; Ap−1; q−1, etc. and their derivatives tend to M; Aj, etc. and their derivatives as N → ∞.
Hence, we obtain
2W(u1; u2; : : : ; uN )¿ (h=K)
N−1∑
j=1
{∫ T
0
(uIj+1)
T|(AIj+1)p−1; q−1|uIj+1(jh; t) dt
+
∫ T
0
(uIIj )
T|(AIIj )p−1; q−1|uj(jh; t) dt
}
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+
N∑
j=1
{∫ T
0
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|Lp;qj uj(x; t)|2 dx dt +
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|uj(x; 0)|2 dx
}
+
∫ T
0
|Mq−1u1(0; t)|2 dt +
∫ T
0
|Pq−1uN (Nh; t)|2 dt
¿min{1; (h=K)}S(u1; u2; : : : ; uN );
for N large enough.
So we get W(u1; u2; : : : ; uN )¿min{1=2; h=2K}S(u1; u2; : : : ; uN ). Now,
W(u1; u2; : : : ; uN )6
N∑
j=1
{∫ T
0
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|Lp;qj uj(x; t)|2 dx dt +
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|uj(x; 0)|2 dx
}
+(1=h)
{∫ T
0
|Mq−1u1(0; t)|2 dt +
∫ T
0
|Pq−1uN (Nh; t)|2 dt
}
+(2=h)
N−1∑
j=1
{∫ T
0
(uj+1)T|Ap−1; q−1j+1 |uj+1(jh; t) dt
+
∫ T
0
(uj)T|Ap−1; q−1j |uj(jh; t) dt
}
:
From (4.3)
N−1∑
j=1
{∫ T
0
(uj+1)T|Ap−1; q−1j+1 |uj+1(jh; t) dt
+
∫ T
0
(uj)T|Ap−1; q−1j |uj(jh; t) dt
}
6KS(u1; u2; : : : ; uN ):
Hence,
N∑
j=1
{∫ T
0
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|Lp;qj uj(x; t)|2 dx dt +
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|uj(x; 0)|2 dx
}
+(1=h)
{∫ T
0
|Mq−1u1(0; t)|2 dt +
∫ T
0
|Pq−1uN (Nh; t)|2 dt
}
+(2=h)
N−1∑
j=1
{∫ T
0
(uj+1)T|Ap−1; q−1j+1 |uj+1(jh; t) dt
+
∫ T
0
(uj)T|Ap−1; q−1j |uj(jh; t) dt
}
6((2K + 1)=h)S(u1; u2; : : : ; uN )
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and so we get
W(u1; u2; : : : ; uN )6((2K + 1)=h)S(u1; u2; : : : ; uN ):
Hence, we conclude that
h=2KS(u1; u2; : : : ; uN )6W(u1; u2; : : : ; uN )
6 ((2K + 1)=h)S(u1; u2; : : : ; uN ): (4.6)
This relation proves that the least-squares problems associated with the coupled and decoupled
systems are ‘spectrally’ equivalent. Hence the matrix associated with the decoupled system can act as
a preconditioner in the iterative process for solving the set of equations (4.1). This preconditioner is
parallelizable, i.e. computations for di9erent blocks can be done on di9erent processors independently.
We shall denote the block diagonal matrix corresponding to the quadratic form S(u1; u2; : : : uN ) by
Dp;q. The block diagonal preconditioning matrix Dp;q is still di:cult to invert. We therefore replace
it by another matrix D˜
p;q
, which is easier to invert, and which can be obtained by approximating
the functional
S˜(w1; w2; : : : ; wN ) =
N∑
j=1
{∫ T
0
∫ jh
( j−1)h
|Lwj(x; t)|2 dx dt
+
∫ jh
( j−1)h
wj(x; 0)2 dx
}
+
∫ T
0
|Mw1(0; t)|2 dt
+
N−1∑
j=1
{∫ T
0
(wIIj )
T|AII|wIIj (jh; t)
+
∫ T
0
(wIj+1)
T|AI|wIj+1(jh; t) dt
}
+
∫ T
0
|PwN (Nh; t)|2 dt
by its 8nite element approximation in which we use low-order 8nite elements in space and time. It
is easy to prove that S˜(w1; : : : ; wN ) is spectrally equivalent to S(w1; : : : ; wN ) for p¿3, provided q
is proportional to N and N is large enough for all (w1; : : : ; wN ) ∈ (Sp;q)n× · · · × (Sp;q)n. The matrix
corresponding to the quadratic form SFE(w1; : : : ; wN ) would represent the matrix D˜
p;q
. Alternatively,
we could form D˜
p;q
as follows. Let LFD be a 8nite di9erence approximation to the system of IBVPs
(4.2). Then we approximate Dp;q by
D˜
p;q
= (LFD)TWLFD;
where W is a suitable matrix of weights. In both these cases the matrix D˜
p;q
would be block diagonal.
Moreover, by choosing p small the sti9ness in the system of equations we are trying to approximate
is greatly reduced.
We shall now solve the system of equations
Cp;qUp;q = Kp;q
by the preconditioned conjugate gradient method. To compute Rp;q=Kp;q−Cp;qWp;q we can compute
its blocks, corresponding to the block decomposition of Up;q, separately on assigned processors,
except that we have to pass the boundary values of wp;qj (x; t), de8ned on processor j, to neighboring
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processors. Communication between processors is thus minimal. Once this has been done it is an
easy matter to solve the system of equations
D˜
p;q
Zp;q = Rp;q
separately on each processor since the matrix D is block diagonal. Finally, we need to compute the
parameters  and  during each such step of the preconditioned conjugate gradient process. To do
this, we have to compute certain scalars on each processor which are then transmitted to the root
processor. The values of  and  are computed on the root processor and then transmitted back to
the individual processors.
It remains to do computations on a parallel computer to validate the method outlined in the paper.
We hope that we will be in a position to do so in the near future.
5. Error estimates
In this section we prove that if the coe:cient matrices of the di9erential operator and boundary
conditions are analytic, the data are analytic and satisfy all the compatibility conditions at the space–
time corners for the solution to be analytic then our approximate solution converges to the exact
solution at a rate which is exponential in N , where N is the number of subdomains provided q is
proportional to N for any p¿N .
First, we need to examine some results from approximation theory which have been proved in
Chapter 9 of [2]. Let v(y; s) be a smooth function of its arguments de8ned on  = [ − 1; 1]2. We
de8ne the norms
‖v‖21;m =
∑
||61
∑
||6m
|DyDs v(y; s)|2L2():
Thus, in particular,
‖v‖21;0 =
∑
||61
|Dyv(y; s)|2L2();
‖v‖20;m =
∑
||6m
|Ds v(y; s)|2L2():
Let {yj0; yj1; : : : ; yjj} be the (j + 1) Gauss–Lobatto–Legendre points and {sk0; sk1; : : : ; skk} be the (k +
1) Gauss–Lobatto–Legendre points. Then by I j; k we denote the interpolation operator which maps
v(y; s) ∈ C0() into Sj;k such that
(I j; kv)(y; s) ∈ Sj;k ;
(I j; kv)(yka; s
j
b) = v(y
k
a; s
j
b) for all 06a6j; 06b6k:
Let (I jyv)(y; s) =
j∑
c=0
c(s)yc such that
(I jyv)(y
j
a; s) = v(y
j
a; s) for 06a6j:
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In a similar manner we de8ne
(I ks v)(y; s) =
k∑
d=0
d(y)sd; such that
(I ks v)(y; s
k
b) = v(y; s
k
b) for 06b6k:
Then it is easy to see that
I j; kv= I ks I
j
yv:
Now,
‖v− I j; kv‖L2() = ‖v− I jyv‖L2() + ‖I jy(v− I ks v)‖L2()
6 ‖v− I jyv‖L2() + ‖(v− I ks v)− I jy(v− I ks v)‖L2() + ‖v− I ks v‖L2()
6C{j1=2−1‖v‖1;0 + j−1=2‖v− I ks v‖1;0 + j1=2−m‖v‖0;m}:
Thus,
‖v− I j; kv‖L2()6C{j1=2−1‖v‖1;0 + j−1=2k−m+3=2‖v‖1;m−1 + k1=2−m‖v‖0;m}: (5.1)
Similarly, we can show that
‖v− I j; kv‖H 2()6 ‖v− I jyv‖H 2() + ‖I jy(v− I ks v)‖H 2()
6 ‖v− I jyv‖H 2() + ‖(v− I ks v)− I jy(v− I ks v)‖H 2() + ‖v− I ks v‖H 2()
6C{j13=2−1‖v‖1−2;2 + 1=j1=2‖v− I ks v‖3;2 + k13=2−m‖v‖2;m−2}:
Thus,
‖v− I j; kv‖H 2()6C{j13=2−1‖v‖1−2;2 + j−1=2k15=2−m‖v‖3;m−3 + k13=2−m‖v‖2;m−2}: (5.2)
Let
| ‖w‖ |m;∞; = ess sup
(y; s)∈
(max
||6m
(|Dw(y; s)|)): (5.3)
Then
| ‖v− I ks v‖ |0;∞;6C‖v− I j; kv‖H 2()
by the Sobolev imbedding theorem, where C is a constant. It is easy to show that
‖v− I j; kv‖H 1()6C
{
j7=2−1‖v‖1−1;1 + k
9=2−m
j1=2
‖v‖2;m−2 + k7=2−m‖v‖1;m−1
}
: (5.4)
Let w(x; t) be an analytic function de8ned for 06x61 and 06t6T . Now, let
Owi(y; s) =w
((
i − 1
2
)
h+
yh
2
;
T
2
+
sT
2
)
if i is odd;
=w
((
i − 1
2
)
h− yh
2
;
T
2
+
sT
2
)
if i is even:
Henceforth, we shall assume that the coe:cient matrices A(x; t), B(x; t) and the boundary operators
M (t) and P(t) are analytic functions of their arguments. Moreover, we shall assume that the data
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F(x; t); f(x); g(t) and h(t) are analytic functions of their arguments and satisfy all the required
compatibility conditions at the space–time corners for the solution u(x; t) to be an analytic function
of its arguments.
Hence there exist constants C and d¿1 such that
|DxDt u(x; t)|6C!!d+ for all (x; t) ∈ [0; 1]× [0; T ]: (5.5a)
Similarly,
|DxDt A(x; t)|6C!!d+ for all (x; t) ∈ [0; 1]× [0; T ]: (5.5b)
Here |E| denotes the matrix norm induced by the Euclidean vector norm. In a similar manner
|DxM (t)|6C!d for all t ∈ [0; T ]: (5.5c)
The same statements apply to B(x; t), P(t) and the data F(x; t), f(x), g(t) and h(t).
Now, let
u i(y; s) = u
((
i − 1
2
)
h+
yh
2
;
T
2
+
sT
2
)
if i is odd;
= u
((
i − 1
2
)
h− yh
2
;
T
2
+
sT
2
)
if i is even:
Then
|DyDs u i(y; s)|6C
(
h
2
) (T
2
)
!!d+
6
C
N
+1=2+1=2
(
d
2e
)+
(T )
by Stirling’s formula.
Hence,
|DyDs u i(y; s)|6C
√

(
d
2Ne
) (dT
2e
)
: (5.6)
Similarly, we can conclude that
|DyDs OAi(y; s)|6C
√

(
d
2Ne
) (dT
2e
)
:
Now, we de8ne
OA
p−1:q−1
i (y; s) = I
p−1:q−1 OAi(y; s):
Then from (5.2) and (5.3) we can conclude that
‖ | OAi − OAp−1; q−1i | ‖0;∞;
6(p− 1)13=2−1‖ OAi‖1−2;2 + (p− 1)−1=2(q− 1)15=2−m‖ OAi‖3;m−3 + (q− 1)13=2−m‖ OAi‖2;m−2:
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Hence we obtain
‖ | OAi − OAp;qi | ‖0;∞;
6C{(p− 1)13=2−1
√
1 + (p− 1)−1=2(q− 1)15=2−m
(
dmT
2e
)m√
m+ (q− 1)13=2−m
(
dmT
2e
)m√
m;
(5.7)
provided that p¿N and we choose 1 = +N with 0¡+¡ 1 such that
d(1− 2)
2Ne
= ;
where 0¡¡ 1.
Next, we choose q= N with  being a positive constant such that
dmT
2e(q− 1) = G;
where 0¡G¡ 1.
Then it is easy to see that there exists constant K and H such that
‖ | OAi − OAp;qi | ‖0;∞;6Ke−HN ; (5.8a)
‖ | OAi − OAp;qi | ‖1;∞;6Ke−HN ; (5.8b)
provided p¿N and q is proportional to N .
Next, let
up;qi (y; s) = I
p;qu i(y; s):
Then using (5.4) and (5.6) we can show that
‖ui − up;qi ‖H 1()6Ke−HN (5.9)
provided p¿N and q is proportional to N .
Now let {vp;q1 ; vp;q2 ; : : : ; vp;qN } ∈ (Sp;q)n × · · · × (Sp;q)n, be such that it minimizes the function
Gp;q(zp;q1 ; z
p;q
2 ; : : : ; z
p;q
N )
de8ned in (3.1) over all {zp;q1 ; zp;q2 ; : : : ; zp;qN } ∈ (Sp;q)n × · · · × (Sp;q)n. Then clearly
Gp;q(vp;q1 ; v
p;q
2 ; : : : ; v
p;q
N )6G
p;q(up;q1 ; u
p;q
2 ; : : : ; u
p;q
N ): (5.10)
Using estimates (5:8) and (5.9) and others which can be similarly proved, it is easy to show that
Gp;q(up;q1 ; u
p;q
2 ; : : : ; u
p;q
N )6Ce
−HN (5.11)
provided p¿N and q is propositional to N .
Now consider the quadratic form
Wp;q(zp;q1 ; z
p;q
2 ; : : : ; z
p;q
N ) =
N∑
i=1
Th
4
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
| OLp;qi zp;qi (y; s)|2 dy ds
+
T
2h
∫ 1
−1
{∫ 1
−1
| OMq−1zp;q1 (−1; s)|2 ds+
∫ 1
−1
| OPq−1zp;qN (1; s)|2 ds
}
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+
T
2h


N−1∑
i=1
i is odd
∫ 1
−1
(zp;qi+1 − zp;qi )T| OA
p−1; q−1|(zp;qi+1 − zp;qi )(1; s) ds
+
N−1∑
i=1
i is even
∫ 1
−1
(zp;qi − zp;qi+1)T| OA
p−1; q−1|(zp;qi − zp;qi+1)(−1; s) ds


+
h
2
N∑
i=1
∫ 1
−1
|zp;qi (y;−1)|2 dy (5.12)
which is closely related to the quadratic form W(z1; z2; : : : ; zN ) de8ned in (4.5). In fact, Wp;q is the
restriction of W to the space (Sp;q)n × · · · × (Sp;q)n and
zp;qi (y; s) = zi
((
i − 1
2
)
h+
yh
2
;
T
2
+
sT
2
)
if i is odd
= zi
((
i − 1
2
)
h− yh
2
;
T
2
+
sT
2
)
if i is even:
Then from (5.10) and (5.11) we can conclude that
Wp;q(vp;q1 − up;q1 ; vp;q2 − up;q2 ; : : : ; vp;qN − up;qN )6Ke−HN : (5.13)
And now using (5:8) and Theorem 2.1 we obtain
Th
4
N∑
i=1
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
|vp;qi − up;qi (y; s)|2 dy ds6Ke−HN : (5.14)
Now, it is easy to show that
N∑
i=1
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
|u i − up;qi (y; s)|2 dy ds6Ke−HN : (5.15)
And so from the above two inequalities we can conclude that
N∑
i=1
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
|u i − vp;qi (y; s)|2 dy ds6Ke−HN : (5.16)
Let v˜p;q1 (x; t) = v
p;q
(
2
h
((
x −
(
i − 1
2
)
h
)
;
2
T
(
t − T
2
))
if i is odd; for (i − 1)h6x6ih;
= vp;q
((
−2
h
(
x −
(
i − 1
2
)
h
)
;
2
T
(
t − T
2
))
if i is even; for (i − 1)h6x6ih:
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Then (5.16) may be stated as
N∑
i=1
∫ T
0
∫ ih
(i−1)h
|u− v˜p;qi (x; t)|2 dx dt6Ke−HN : (5.17)
This proves our claim that the approximate solution converges to the actual solution at an exponential
rate in N , where N is equal to the number of processors and is proportional to the number of degrees
of freedom in each element.
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